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Abstract: Sleep is bi-directionally linked to energy balance. This crossover study design will evaluate
the acute effect of a moderate energy deficit (500 kcal) induced by diet, exercise, or mixed (−250 kcal
by diet and 250 kcal by exercise) on sleep and the next morning’s appetitive responses. The study
sample comprises 24 healthy young adults. The experimental measurements will be conducted in
a naturalistic, momentary manner and partly assessed by the participants. The participants will
undergo a run-in period in order to stabilize their sleep schedules and provide them with training on
the study protocol and measurements. Indirect calorimetry will be used to determine their resting
metabolic rate and peak oxygen consumption (VO2 peak). Then, they will take part in a control
session (CTL), followed by three energy deficit sessions in random order: a diet-induced energy
deficit session (DED), an exercise-induced energy deficit session (EED), and a mixed energy deficit
session (MED). All experimental sessions will be separated by a one-week washout. The participants’
sleep will be monitored by ambulatory polysomnography, and the next morning’s appetitive response
will be evaluated via ad libitum food intake, appetite sensations, and food reward, measured by a
food liking and wanting computerized test.

Keywords: sleep efficiency; energy balance; exercise; appetite; food reward; crossover design

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Rationale

A sustained negative energy balance (EB) is essential for weight loss to occur [1–3].
While both exercise and dietary restrictions can be used to induce an energy deficit, they
do not seem to induce the same adaptive responses for appetite [4]. It has been shown that
an energy deficit induced by dietary restrictions alone promotes compensatory appetitive
responses that counter-regulate negative EBs by increasing following energy intake [5].
Interestingly, an isocaloric energy deficit (ED) induced by exercise was found to limit this
compensatory response [6].

Recent studies have shown that altered sleep patterns while undertaking weight loss
programs condition the adherence to and the success of the latter [7,8]. More importantly,
it appears that sleep disruption affects the control of EB, mainly through an upregulation
(≈250 kcal) of energy intake via various pathways, including appetite hormones, cognitive
control, and reward mechanisms [9,10]. Furthermore, it was also found that sleep cur-
tailment during caloric restriction undermines fat loss in favor of increased fat-free mass
loss [11,12].

Studies carried out on animal models show that a prolonged restriction of food intake
in rats induces a deterioration of sleep, marked by an increase in the time spent awake
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and a shortening of slow-wave sleep [13,14]. In humans, there is a paucity of evidence
documenting the effect of moderate caloric restriction (similar to that induced in clinical
practice for weight loss purposes) on sleep. However, some studies underlined that large
energy restrictions [≈300 kcal/d] and prolonged fasting lead to a drastic drop in nocturnal
melatonin secretion (−20%) [15–17]. Melatonin is a hormone produced by the pineal gland
in the brain in response to darkness and plays a key role in sleep. Indeed, by lowering
the core body temperature, increased melatonin secretion during the evening reduces
arousal and increases sleep propensity [18]. Thus, a melatonin deficiency has been related
to insomnia and sleep disturbances [19]. Furthermore, Karklin et al. (1994) showed during
a dietary weight loss intervention in overweight women with a caloric intake of 800 kcal/d,
an alteration of sleep marked by an increase in sleep latency and a decrease in the time
spent in slow-wave sleep (SWS) [20]. Moreover, observations of bodybuilders during the
“cutting” phase of contest preparation also reported poor sleep outcomes. These periods
were generally characterized by severe dietary energy restriction [21,22]. While dietary
restrictions may alter sleep, exercise seems to have a completely converse effect. This has
been extensively studied over the years, revealing an increase in total sleep time, sleep
efficiency (SE), slow-wave sleep (SWS), and rapid eye movement sleep (REM), as well
as a decrease in wake after sleep onset in response to acute and chronic exercise [23,24].
However, whether or not these effects are maintained during a negative EB state needs to
be determined to draw firm conclusions.

1.2. Aims

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the acute effect of a moderate energy
deficit (500 kcal) induced by diet, exercise, or both (mixed: −250 kcal by diet and 250 kcal
by exercise) on the quality and architecture of sleep in healthy young adults. The secondary
objectives will be to investigate the effect of the energy deficit modality on (i) next morning
appetitive responses ([ia] ad libitum food intake, [ib] appetite sensations, [ic] food reward,
(ii) sleepiness, and (iii) fatigue.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Setting and Design

The “Exercise and/or Diet induced Iso-Energetic deficit effect on Sleep” (EDIES) is
a single-center study with a crossover design in which each participant will be allocated
to a randomized sequence of experimental sessions and, hence, acts as his own control.
This trial will be conducted in Toulon, France (Toulon University, laboratory impact of
physical activity on health [IAPS]), and received approval from an Institutional Review
Board (IRB00012476-2023-28-02-235) with all undertaken assessments complying with the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. The measurements are realized in a naturalistic,
momentary manner and partly assessed by the participants in an ecological setting. The
inclusion will be launched in March 2023, and a sufficient number of participants is expected
to be reached within three months following the first inclusion.

Upon reception of the signed consent, the participants will undergo a run-in week.
This will be followed by a control session (CTL), after which energy deficit sessions (diet-
induced energy deficit session [DED], exercise-induced energy deficit session [EED], and
mixed energy deficit session [MED]) will take place in random order. All experimental
sessions (including the CTL) will be held for 28 h and separated by a one-week washout
period (Figure 1).

2.2. Participants
2.2.1. Sample Size

An a priori analysis was conducted to establish the number of subjects needed to
obtain a statistical power of 80%. Based on a repeated-measures design (four within the
measures) for our primary outcome of interest (SE), it was found that 24 subjects would
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be required for the following parameters: alpha = 0.05, effect size f = 0.25 (medium effect),
correlation among repeated measures = 0.5, and sphericity correction = 1.
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2.2.2. Recruitment

The participants will be recruited from a pool of college students through flyers and
university e-mail. Then, interested individuals will first be reached by video conferencing
to conduct a screening and brief them on the experimental protocol of the study and
measurements. Afterward, selected individuals will be invited to a laboratory meeting and
informed of all research protocols and details. In light of the information sheet, the first
author (O.S.) will request written consent from those willing to take part in the study.

2.2.3. Eligibility Criteria

Participants meeting the following criteria will be eligible for the study: (1) be a
male; (2) be aged between 19 and 24 years (inclusive); (3) be normal-weighted (BMI: 18.5
to 25 kg/m2); (4) have a moderate level of physical activity (i.e., no more than 3 intense
exercise sessions per week); and (5) be able to read and understand the French language.

The non-inclusion criteria are as follows: (1) being involved in another research
protocol during the inclusion period; (2) having a specific diet; and (3) having a medical
history and medication not compatible with the study (e.g., corticosteroids, sleeping pills),
or any other chronic illnesses or injuries that may interfere with the subject’s ability to
perform the exercises or that modifies their sleep and eating behaviors; and (4) shift
work/severe jet lag.

All diagnosed sleep disorders and/or pathologies will be considered exclusion criteria.
All recruited participants will be screened for obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSA)
using the Berlin questionnaire [25] and the polysomnographic recording of the habituation
night (i.e., apnea/hypopnea index > 5 events/hour).
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2.3. Randomization
2.3.1. Sequence Generation

Upon reception of the signed consent, the participants will be subjected to a random
allocation through a computer-generated list (created with “randomization.com”) (Kim and
Shin, 2014). According to our within-subjects design, random permutations of interventions
will be computed. Thus, each subject can be allocated to a specific order of interventions (any
combination of EED, MED, or DED). The sequence allocation will be generated by the study’s
statistician and provided to the investigators conducting the assessments. This document will
be securely stored and password-protected on the University of Toulon’s online servers and
only shared with the team members directly engaged in the study’s protocol.

2.3.2. Concealment and Blinding

Given the nature of the study, concealing allocated interventions to subjects or investi-
gators is not feasible. The subjects will go through all interventions sequentially and will
explicitly know what is expected of them in each intervention. Therefore, the subjects and
investigators will not be blinded to the interventions’ allocation. However, the investigators
will be blinded to the subjects’ allocation until the end of the baseline assessments as well
as randomization assignments during the data analysis process (e.g., sleep analysis).

2.4. Run-In Period and Baseline Assessments
2.4.1. Run-In Period Overview

The run-in period will take place one week before the launch of the experimental
sessions in order to accomplish the following goals: (1) provide detailed information on the
study flow to each participant; (2) stabilize the sleep window from 9:45 p.m. to 6:45 a.m.
(compliance will be verified using accelerometers [Table S1]); (3) provide training for the
participants on the use of the study’s measuring instruments (e.g., wearing the ambulatory
polysomnographic device [PSG]); (4) complete baseline assessments; and (5) familiarize the
participants to sleep with the PSG device.

2.4.2. Baseline Assessments

• Anthropometric and body composition: Body mass will be measured using a digital
weight scale (UM-076, TANITA, Tokyo, Japan). Height will be assessed using a
portable stadiometer with the participants barefooted (HR001, TANITA, Tokyo, Japan).
The skinfold thickness will be measured in duplicate by the same investigator on
the right side of the body at the biceps, triceps, subscapular, and supra-iliac sites
using a Harpenden caliper (Baty International, Burgess Hill, UK). Relative fat mass
will be then calculated using Siri equations amended by Weststrate and Deurenberg
(1989) [26].

• The resting metabolic rate (RMR) and submaximal test: The resting metabolic rate
will be measured in the morning, under a fasted state, by indirect calorimetry using
a mobile spiroergometric system (METAMAX 3B-R2, CORTEX Biophysik GmbH,
Leipzig, Germany). Before each test, the equipment will be calibrated according to
the manufacturer’s recommendations. The participants will be placed in a supine
position in a thermoneutral environment (22–25 ◦C room temperature) for 45 min
before starting the measurements. After reaching a steady state, the O2 consumption
and CO2 production, normalized for temperature, barometric pressure, and humidity,
will be recorded and averaged at one-minute intervals for 20–45 min and averaged over
the entire measurement period. The resting energy expenditure (in kcal/day) and the
respiratory quotient (CO2/O2 ratio) will be calculated thereafter. The resting metabolic
rate assessment will be followed by a submaximal test in order to estimate the peak
oxygen consumption (VO2 peak) and therefore calibrate the energy deficit sessions’
exercise. The exercise will be performed on an adjustable cycle ergometer (Wattbike
Ltd., Nottingham, UK). After a warm-up period (2 min), performed at 45 W, the output
will be increased by 15 W every 5 min (allowing to ensure a stable state for each step)
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until the participants reach 60% of the age-predicted maximum heart rate amended by
Tanaka et al. (2001) [27]. The heart rate (HR) will be continuously recorded using a
heart rate sensor (Polar H10, Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland). The energy expenditure
(EE) will be estimated for each step by multiplying the O2 consumption (VO2) by the
energy equivalent (kcal/L O2) for each participant. The five steps will allow for the
establishment of the HR–VO2 relationship for each participant, which will be used to
calibrate the exercise intensity required for an expenditure of 125 and 250 kcal.

• Questionnaires: The to-be-completed questionnaires will include (1) the International
Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) to estimate the physical activity level [28];
(2) the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) to determine the participants’
chronotype (i.e., evening, intermediate, or morning typology) [29]; (3) the Pittsburg
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) to assess the quality of sleep over the last month [30]; (4) the
Dutch Eating Behavior Questionnaire (DEBQ) with scales for restrained, emotional
and external eating behaviors [31]; and (5) the Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory
(MFI) to assess fatigue traits [32].

2.5. Experimental Sessions
2.5.1. Control Session

The control session (CTL) will be carried out over 28 h and starts when the participant
wakes up (6:45 a.m.). Upon waking up, the participants will be equipped with accelerome-
ters (GT3X+, ActiGraph LLC, Pensacola, FL, USA) on their waists until the next morning
to monitor their physical activity. They will be asked to maintain their habitual overall
level of physical activity, and any structured physical exercise during and 48 h before
the session will be prohibited. Food intake will be organized over three scheduled meals
(breakfast (7:15), lunch (12:30), and dinner (20:00)). The meals offered will be adapted to
each participant’s preferences based on a panel of dishes proposed by the investigators
(Table S2). The participants will be asked to take pictures of every consumed meal (ha-
bitual meal) and to fill out a food diary by weighing each consumed food item using a
kitchen scale (EBC9i, EssentielB, Fretin, France) provided by the investigators. Appetite,
sleepiness, and fatigue will be assessed throughout the day (i.e., 12 measures; Figure 2)
using the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) [33], Rating-of-Fatigue Scale (ROF) [34] and
appetite visual analogue scale (VAS; 150 mm) [35], respectively. The Profile of Mood States
questionnaire (POMS) [36] will be completed before bedtime. During the night, sleep will
be measured by ambulatory polysomnography. The next morning, the participants will
be asked to return to the laboratory in a fasting state. They will complete the Leeds Food
Preference Questionnaire (LFPQ) [37,38] on a computer before being served a standard-
ized ad libitum meal (buffet-style meal). After the meal, they will complete the LFPQ a
second time. Sleepiness, fatigue, and appetite will be assessed throughout the morning (i.e.,
8 measures; Figure 1). The control session will end at 10:35.

The data collected during the control session will be used to assess the energy balance
of each subject and to calibrate the food intake and exercises of the energy deficit sessions.

2.5.2. Energy Deficit Sessions

All experimental sessions will be conducted similarly to the CTL session. As explained
above, the sessions’ order will be randomized and counterbalanced. All meals will be taken
at the same time, similar to the CTL session. All measurements will also be organized in the
same way, and the participants will be asked to maintain the same level of physical activity
as in the CTL session during the 3 experimental sessions, with no structured exercise
during and 48 h before the start of each session. Physical activity will again be monitored
by accelerometry. Thus, the only difference will be the energy deficit of 500 kcal, induced
by the energy balance assessed during the CTL session. Energy deficits will be induced by
3 modalities corresponding to the 3 energy deficit sessions:

• DED session: 500 kcal dietary deficit (−250 kcal on breakfast and −250 kcal on lunch);
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• EED session: 500 kcal deficit, induced by two exercise bouts (−250 kcal after breakfast
and −250 kcal after lunch);

• MED session: 250 kcal dietary deficit (−125 kcal at breakfast and −125 kcal at lunch)
and a 250 kcal deficit induced by exercise (−125 kcal after breakfast and −125 kcal
after lunch).
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During the DED and MED sessions, the food intakes will be replicated identically
to the CTL session, while the portion sizes will be adapted to induce the desired energy
deficit (i.e., the same standard food items with reduced amounts). During the EED and
MED sessions, two exercise bouts will be performed on a cycle ergometer at the target HR
corresponding to 75% VO2peak at the same time (after breakfast and lunch, respectively).
The only difference between the EED and MED sessions is a modification of the exercise
intensity to induce the desired energy expenditure.

2.6. Assessement of Energy Balance

The energy balance will be calculated individually for each participant during each
experimental session. The EI will be calculated based on the computerized nutrient analysis
software (Bilnut 4.0 SCDA, Nutrisoft) and the Ciqual tables (2020 version) based on the
weight and food items recorded by the participants during Day 0 of each session. Energy
expenditure (EE) will be calculated based on the RMR, daily metabolic equivalent of the
task values derived from the accelerometer’s raw data for daily physical activity [39], and
exercise energy expenditure (during EED and MED sessions).

2.7. Outcomes
2.7.1. Primary Outcome: Sleep Efficiency

SE is defined as the ratio between total sleep time (TST) and total time spent in bed
(TBT). It is given as a percentage. SE will be measured objectively during each session
(i.e., CTL, DED, EED, MED) using an ambulatory polysomnograph (Sleep Profiler-PSG2,
Advances Brain Monitoring, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The device is a portable multi-channel
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recorder that allows the acquisition of the following: the electroencephalographic (EEG),
electrooculographic (EOG) and electromyographic (EMG) signals from three frontopolar
channels; the airflow through a nasal cannula and pressure transducer; head movements
and position by actigraphy; snoring, with an acoustic microphone; the pulse, using a
forehead and finger sensor; the oximetry, using a wireless wrist oximeter; and the thorax
and abdomen efforts by respiratory inductive plethysmography. The records will then
be extracted through the Sleep Profiler portal. Validated auto-staging will be applied
based on the ratios of the power spectral densities and the auto-detection of cortical and
micro-arousals, sleep spindles, and ocular activity [40–42], which will be reviewed and
modified by a sleep expert if needed.

2.7.2. Experimental Secondary Outcomes

• Other sleep outcomes: Beyond SE, the Sleep Profiler-PSG2 provides other sleep vari-
ables, such as the following: total sleep time (TST); sleep onset latency (SOL); wake
after sleep onset (WASO); the number of awakenings lasting more than 30 s; the
arousal index and staging (time spent in non-rapid (NREM; Stage-1, Stage-2, and
Stage-3) and rapid eye movement (REM)), according to the American Academy of
Sleep Medicine recommendations [43].

• Mood: The Profile of Mood States will be used to assess the participant’s mood before
the night of each experimental session [36]. All participants will be asked to rate
“How are you feeling right now?” using 24 mood descriptors (e.g., nervous, unhappy,
etc.). For each descriptor, the participants have to answer using a 5-point Likert scale,
from 0 (not at all) to 4 (extremely). This questionnaire is divided into six subscales
(fatigue, confusion, vigor, depression, tension, and anger), each containing four mood
descriptors.

• Ad libitum energy intake: A standardized buffet breakfast will be organized on day1
of each session [44]. Consumed food items will be weighed and recorded by the
investigators. Subsequently, the computerized nutrient analysis software (Bilnut 4.0
SCDA, Nutrisoft) and Ciqual tables (2020 version) will calculate the energy intake and
the part of energy derived from each class of macronutrients.

• Food liking and wanting: LFPQ will be used to assess the individual’s food prefer-
ences [37]. It comprises two sub-tasks that require interactions from the participant.
The first task (explicit task) involves an explicit assessment of food pictures using
the 100-unit VAS. Single food images are randomly displayed to the participant on a
screen computer, who is required to rate it according to “How pleasant would it be to
taste some of this food now?” (explicit liking) and “How much do you want some of
this food now?” (explicit wanting). The second task (implicit or forced choice task)
requires a quick choice to be made between paired combinations of food pictures from
different categories. During this task, a series of food image pairs are presented to the
participant with the instruction, “Which food do you most want to eat now?”.

• Appetite sensations: Sensations of hunger, appetite, and a desire to eat will be mea-
sured using a VAS (150 mm) throughout all sessions (i.e., 9 measures on day 0, and
8 measures on day 1). These VASs were previously validated by Flint et al. (2000) [35].

• Sleepiness: The subjective level of sleepiness will be measured using the KSS [33]. The
participant has to rate his subjective sensation of sleepiness in the last 10 min using a
9-point scale, ranging from 1 (extremely alert) to 9 (extremely sleepy).

• Fatigue: The French-validated version of the ROF scale will be used to assess the
state of fatigue [34]. This is an 11-point scale, from 0 (not fatigued at all) to 10 (total
fatigue and exhaustion), with accompanying descriptors and schematic components,
which allow for tracking perceived fatigue across different ranges of daily life, physical
activity, and recovery contexts.
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2.7.3. Baseline Secondary Outcomes

• Subjective sleep quality: The PSQI questionnaire will be used to assess sleep qual-
ity [30]. It comprises 19 self-reported questions and measures seven components (i.e.,
overall sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances,
use of medication for sleep, and daytime dysfunction due to sleepiness). The sum of
scores from the seven components provides a global score from 0 (better) to 21 (worse).
A global score of ≤5 is associated with good sleep quality; in reverse, a global score of
≥5 is associated with poor sleep quality.

• Eating behaviors: Eating behaviors will be measured using the DEBQ, a 33-item
questionnaire assessing three distinct eating behaviors: emotional eating (13 items),
external eating (10 items), and restrained eating (10 items) [31]. For each item, the
participants have to answer using a 5-point Likert scale, from 1 (never) to 5 (very
often), with higher scores indicating greater endorsement of the eating behavior.

• Chronotype: The MEQ will be used to define each participant’s chronotype [29].
The participants have to score 19 items using a 5-point Likert scale. The sum of the
item scores ranges from 16 to 86. Scores of 41 and below indicate “evening types”,
scores of 59 and above indicate “morning types”, and scores between 42–58 indicate
“intermediate types”.

• Subjective physical activity. The short form (7 questions) of IPAQ will be used to
assess the participant’s physical activity level [28]. The participants will be asked to
report the time spent being physically active in the last 7 days using four different
dimensions (i.e., vigorous physical activity, moderate physical activity, time to walk,
and time spent sitting). Data collected with this questionnaire allow the classification
of participants into three categories: inactive, minimally active, health-enhancing
physical activity and/or to obtain a continuous measure reported as MET-minutes for
each dimension (walking MET-min/week, moderate MET-min/week, and vigorous
MET-min/week).

• Fatigue trait. The fatigue trait will be measured using the MFI questionnaire [32], which
includes 20 items addressing different dimensions of fatigue, divided into 5 categories:
general fatigue, physical fatigue, mental fatigue, reduced activities, and reduced motiva-
tion. The questionnaire includes positively and negatively worded items that are rated
using a 5-point Likert scale. The dimension subscores (4–20) and global scores (20–100)
can be calculated, with a high score indicating a high degree of fatigue.

2.8. Strategies to Improve Study Adherence and Compliance

Several strategies will be established to maximize adherence and compliance with
the study protocol. A booklet containing the food notebook and the questionnaires to be
completed throughout the study will be provided to each eligible participant. This booklet
will highlight the specific timings at which participants should fill out the questionnaires
and record their food intake in an easy and convenient manner. Participants will be able to
choose between three food menus, depending on their preferences. They will be provided
with a box of easy-to-cook food items and a kitchen scale to facilitate meal preparation
and the recording of food intake at their own home. In order to reinforce engagement in
the study, the participants will receive reminder messages from the investigators. They
will also have the possibility to communicate with the investigators through phone calls
throughout the duration of the study. If necessary, they will be encouraged to ask questions
and reminded of specific protocol instructions.

2.9. Data Management and Confidentiality

Each participant will be given a unique numerical/letter identifier, which will be used
for all assessment documents. Data will be collected via paper and electronic database
formats, in which only the participants’ unique identifiers will be used. Informed consent,
with participants’ names, will be kept separately from the other documents in a locked
filing cabinet by the principal investigator. A list of the participants’ names and their unique
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identifiers will be kept in a password-protected file, which will only be accessible to the
research team involved in this project. After a period of 5 years, all documents mentioning
the participants’ names will be shredded and disposed of safely.

2.10. Statistical Methods

Statistical analysis and graphics will be performed using R Studio (version 4.0.5,
RCore Team, 2021) and Prism 9 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA). Continuous variables
will be presented as means and standard deviations, subject to the normality of their
distributions (using a Shapiro–Wilk test if necessary). In case of non-normality, they will
be presented as medians, quartiles, and extreme values. Data manipulation, through
logarithmic transformation, will only happen if violations of assumptions for each test are
found. Non-parametric testing will be used if necessary: Friedman tests and Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests for post hocs will be computed instead of one-way repeated ANOVAs;
the Wilcoxon tests will replace the paired samples t-tests. As far as possible, graphic
representations will be associated with these analyses.

2.10.1. Statistical Analysis for Sleep Outcomes

For the sleep outcomes (TST, SOL, SE, WASO, REM, N1, N2, N3, and arousals), the
differences between interventions (EED, MED, and DED) will be assessed using a repeated-
measures ANOVA by comparing the three interventions as a within-subject factor. If
significance is obtained, post hoc pairwise comparison tests with a Tukey HSD correction
will be applied. Sleep measures during the interventions will also be compared to the
baseline to evaluate the effect of each intervention separately, using paired samples t-tests.
The effect sizes will be computed to assess the strength of the relationships: Cohen’s d for
the t-tests and eta2 for the main effects.

2.10.2. Statistical Analysis for Secondary Outcomes

The POMS questionnaire (taken before bedtime in each intervention) will be analyzed
using repeated-measures ANOVA to assess the differences between interventions (followed
by the Tukey HSD post hoc tests if necessary) and paired samples t-tests to evaluate the
effect of each intervention separately against the baseline measures.

The LFPQ will be administered twice, before and after an ad libitum meal on day 2. The
paired samples t-tests will be computed for each intervention separately to assess the pre-
post differences and the differences between the baseline and intervention measurements.
A repeated-measures ANOVA will also be computed on the delta (post-pre LFPQ scores)
to compare the score differences between interventions. Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests will be
performed if significance is reached. Similarly, the food intake during the ad libitum meal
will be analyzed using repeated-measures ANOVA (interventions comparisons) and the
paired samples t-tests (the baseline-intervention comparisons).

For the Karolinska, ROF, and hunger sensation scale, several measures throughout the
day will be taken. In order to assess the time course of these measures for each day, the area
under the curve (AUC) for each questionnaire will be calculated using the trapezoid method
and analyzed using repeated-measures ANOVA for the differences between the interventions
and using the paired samples t-tests for the baseline-intervention comparisons.

Manipulation checks will be performed (paired samples t-tests) on the energy bal-
ance measure between each energy deficit session to ensure that the induced energy deficit
was isocaloric.

2.10.3. Plan to Handle Missing Data

Missing data will be handled, as outlined in Jacobsen et al. (2017) [45]. Data will be
analyzed as a complete case analysis if less than 5% of the data points are missing. If more
than 5% of the data is missing in the entire sample, multiple imputations techniques will be
performed and then followed by sensitivity analyses [45].
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2.10.4. Methods for Additional Statistical Analyses

We do not preclude the conduction of additional statistical analyses on the sample’s
data. These have not been planned yet and will be reported as non-planned analyses in
future reports.

2.10.5. Plan to Give Access to Full Protocol, Data, and Statistical Code

All datasets and statistical codes used in this trial will be made available, upon
reasonable request, by the corresponding author. Any shared data will not include the
participants’ identifiers.

3. Discussion and Future Perspectives

From an integrative point of view, the literature in physiology argues that there is
an interaction between the energy state and sleep in mammalians. It was suggested that
during periods of negative energy balance, neuronal populations, being part of the sleep-
wake and metabolic pathways, favor arousal instead of sleep for foraging and survival
ends [46].

Given that sleep disruption increases energy intake, appetite, and food rewards [47,48],
the elaboration of appropriate interventions intended to promote a sustainable negative
energy balance while avoiding compensatory behaviors require the establishment of good
sleep quality. On the one hand, this study will allow a better understanding of the interac-
tion between the different modalities of energy deficit and sleep. On the other hand, it will
provide additional information on the role of sleep in the following compensatory eating
behaviors, with an emphasis on appetite sensations and food reward.

Hunger sensations were implicated in the difficulties initiating and maintaining
sleep [49]. Previous studies showed that ED, induced by dietary restriction, potentiates
these sensations more than exercise ED [4,6]. Therefore, we hypothesize that exercise
ED might be more effective in improving the quality of sleep while reducing appetitive
compensatory behaviors in the following morning. In previous work, we showed that
an intensive single bout of exercise inducing an ED of almost 500 kcal among adolescent
girls with obesity succeeded in improving sleep efficiency (+5%) while reducing next-
morning energy-dense food consumption [50]. However, this study was limited by the
accelerometry-based measure of sleep and the absence of a detailed assessment of the
appetitive response. In addition to addressing these shortcomings, the EDIES study will
also allow the evaluation of the feasibility of including this pilot protocol in the clinic.

The effect of moderate ED on sleep is understudied in the current literature. Therefore,
the results of this study will be valuable. Including females requires control for their
menstrual cycles, as it directly affects sleep and other physiological regulatory processes
that may impact their eating behavior, which would considerably extend the study dura-
tion [51]. However, the perspective will be to be more inclusive in testing this protocol
among different populations, including the female sex, young populations (children and
adolescents), and, more importantly, participants with obesity, especially as obesity might
play a role in modifying the adaptations that will be observed in healthy participants.
Moreover, we tested the effect of an early ED. Future studies comparing early vs. late ED
impact on sleep would be very interesting. Finally, the medium-to-long-term adaptation of
sleep to ED and weight loss remains to be determined and should be addressed in future
longitudinal designs.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/nu15081962/s1, Table S1: Accelerometry analyses, Table S2: Food
items included in the ad libitum buffet meals and the standardized meals.

Author Contributions: Study conceptualization, O.S., P.D., R.D. and L.L.; methodology, O.S., C.C.,
G.C.D.S. and J.L.; project administration, O.S.; writing—original draft preparation, O.S., C.C. and
G.C.D.S.; writing—review and editing, P.D., E.R. and M.G. All authors have read and agreed to the
published version of the manuscript.
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